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  - Rule of thumb behavior: Consume income (=housing service flow), not principal (=home equity) as in case of “income”-generating mutual funds, stocks with dividends, etc.
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- Alternatively: Do economists use the wrong model and misunderstand costs/benefits?
Possible disadvantages of reverse mortgages

- Moral hazard. How much of it is priced into RM rates?
  - Lack of incentives for house maintenance
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RM becomes due upon move

Consuming out of home equity has depleted equity buffer: insufficient funds to pay for long-term care

Lengthy but temporary out-of-home medical stay: lender has right to force sale of the house

Probabilities of this happening may be small – but aversion to these risks could be high

Example: Nakajima and Telyukova (2014) find, in calibrated life-cycle model, that bequest motives, medical expense and nursing home moving risk, transaction costs go a long way in explaining lack of RM demand.
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  - medical expense and nursing home moving risk
  - transaction costs
  go a long way in explaining lack of RM demand.
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Household with characteristics $x$ (e.g., low income) and *unobserved characteristics* $u$ associated with interest/need for RM

Specific knowledge

$$k = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 x + u + \epsilon$$

RM take-up

$$m = \beta_0 + \beta_1 x + \beta_2 k + \gamma u + \xi$$

and upward bias on $\beta_2$ because $\text{Cov}(k, u) > 0$.

Peers variable might proxy for $u$: If I have positive $u$, my neighbors and friends might have positive $u$, too.
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But: Risk of RM becoming due (and home equity depleted) when forced to move to long-term care facility could be a deterrent for a rational risk averse individual.

Other uncertainties: tax treatment of RM, size of bequest.

Whether to prefer to consume a little more now and face these risks later on is perhaps not so clear.
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- Caveat (interpretation): There are potential downsides and risks of RM and it is difficult to evaluate how a risk averse individual might feel about these risks